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Drone Racing Australia (DRA Inc.) is a non-profit association and that aims to unify and 
represent the interests of numerous drone racing clubs around Australia. DRA Inc. plans 
to be the official umbrella organisation within Australia that promotes the sport at local, 
regional, state and international levels. 

DRA Inc. support drone flying clubs with all legislation and process insurance policies, 
necessary for public liability and personal accident insurance. They are actively nurturing 
grassroots racing and the formation of clubs with numbers.

The association acts as a pathway for drone pilots wanting to become a FPV (first person 
view) competitors in DRA Inc. events. DRA Inc. view themselves as playing an important 
role in the development of this sport. Currently, FPV competitors must be a member of the 
The Model Aeronautical Association of Australia (MAAA), in order to race drones in FPV 
competition events (MAAA, 2018). 

DRA Inc. interacts with CASA and also with local government in identifying venues, and 
addressing the concerns of the community around issues such as noise and safety in local 
parklands. DRA Inc. provides advice on existing Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) rules 
relating to drone flying and is establishing a strong relationship with CASA to develop new 
and more sensible rules as FPV drone racing sport grows.  

The response to this brief is to create visual communication that promotes DRA Inc. as an 
official, professionally organised association/ The design will appeal to existing members of 
drone racing clubs, governing authorities such as CASA and members of the public who may 
have negative views on people flying drones in public outdoor spaces. 

PROJECT PLAN

Existing members of grassroots drone racing clubs are encouraged to consider DRA Inc. as 
an official, professional association that successfully unifies existing drone flying clubs and 
actively encourages others to get involved. Members of the public (parents in particular) 
need to be informed that drone racing is a safe pursuit that isn’t populated by cowboys who 
are conducting unsafe drone racing in local parks.

The audience is generally affluent as the start up costs can be quite restrictive. An interest 
in gaming and technology is a common trait of those actively involved in this sport. Costs 
escalate with any collisions that happen and these happen frequently. Therefore, employed 
IT professionals, engineers, electronics enthusiasts will be targeted.

DRA Inc is an official association that unifies and represents all major drone flying clubs 
in Australia. DRA Inc. can be trusted to be official, credible, professional and supportive. 
DRA Inc. is the organisation to approach for those interested in becoming accredited to 
race drones in FPV competitions or start an accredited club that is covered under DRA’s 
insurance. This message is encapsulated in the slogan: Get Legit, Get Insured, Get amongst 
it.Existing Drone flyers and the grassroots flyers.Members of the public who might have 

KEY MESSAGE

AUDIENCE

The double page spread will be published in a popular technology and lifestyle magazine 
called TechLife which focuses on latest trends and appeals to the IT professionals and those 
interested in technology.

The double page spread will direct people to the website and the local events page. 

DISTRIBUTION

The use of royal blue balances is used to suggest an official, professional and responsible 
organisation which balances the other two vibrant colours used within the colour palette. 
The use of royal blue appeals to the target audience which needs to be reassured that DRA 
Inc. is an official, credible source of information.

The use of a vibrant red and sky blue creates a brand impression that suggests a fun, 
energetic organisation. This is important to appeal to the audience which is drawn to the 
dynamic elements of drone racing. 

The heading font is Rockwell Extra Bold and was chosen because it very similar to Kairos 
Pro Black. This font was sourced from a drone magazine and suggests dynamic use of 
technology which appeals to the target audience. The font chosen for sub headings and 
body text is Calibiri by Google which was closest to Open Sans; the font used on the CASA 
website. The target audience is reassured of DRA Inc.’s credibility.

RATIONALE



FONTS

Headings - AHIES03S
Rockwell Extra Bold
Italic - 12 degrees
Print - 60 point
Screen - 36 point

Subheadings - Tshdl, ! ddlije 1544 
Calibri bold
Print  - 30 point
Screen - 30 point

Body text - Tshdl, ! ddlije 1544  - Tshdl, ! ddlije 154
Calibri bold
Print  - 12 point
Screen - 12 point

COLOUR CHOICES 

The combination of the colour shades within the design portfolio blends seamlessly with the existing black 
and white colours already being used in the DRA Inc. logo. The use of royal blue balances is used to suggest 
an official, professional and responsible organisation which balances the other two vibrant colours used 
within the colour palette. The vibrant red and sky blue creates a brand impression that suggests a fun, 
energetic organisation.

Red has a number of different contextual associations and in branding can deliver a highly visible punch. It 
is a bold, energetic and lively color that can symbolize strength, confidence and power (Gross, 2018). Red is 
also associated with: danger, passion, excitement & energy and is commonly chosen on other drone racing 
websites. I’ve chosen a muted shade of red because I want to suggest excitement and energy yet focus 
more on strength, confidence and power. DRA Inc. should be presented in a slightly more serious manner 
due to its’ intended role to become an association that represents the interests of numerous clubs around 
Australia and promote a safe outdoors sport.

Red is combined with sky blue and a light shade of royal blue within the re-vamped DRA Inc. logo and 
throughout the design folio. Blue is traditionally used in association with authority i.e. police uniforms and 
the DRA Inc. should be presented as an authority on the subject of drone racing. The chosen shade of royal 
blue and sky blue are used to balance the muted red in the colour scheme. DRA Inc. are hoping to present 
themselves as an official association that acts responsibly and professionally while not appearing to be 
too dull and boring. “Red and blue are some of the most common colors that businesses use for branding, 
and for good reason. Red says ‘confident and powerful’, while blue says ‘calming and trustworthy” (Kliever, 
2018). The sky blue also represents the clear sunny skies that drone pilots will be flying under rather than 
currently being restricted to only flying indoors. DRA Inc. will be working with CASA to ensure drone pilots 
are following legislative procedures and promote changes to legislation.



LOGOS
The logos have given a simple treatment of a series of coloured lines that have been placed around the 
edges of the existing logo.

The colours of these lines have a direct reference to the values of the Drone Racing Australia and the 
emerging sport that has rapidly gained popularity.

The red lines suggests excitement of drone racing.

The sky blue line has been chosen to represent the sunny blue Australian skies that the club members will 
be flying drones under. There are currently strict regulations in place from CASA  but advocacy from DRA, 
this situation will surely change.

SKY BLUE

RGB - R = 92 / G = 173 / B = 22

CMYK - 60.5 / M = 17.21 / Y = 1.25 / B = 0

ROYAL BLUE

RGB - R = 49 / G = 79 / B = 143
CMYK - C = 92.1/ M = 78.11 / Y = 13.8 / 

B = 2.04

RETRO RED
RGB - R = 237/ G = 36 / B = 72
CMYK - C = 0.69/ M = 97.52 / Y = 68.92 / 

B = 0.01



High Flyers
The sky is the limit for the 
exciting new sport of FPV 
drone racing
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“Get legit, 
get insured 
and get 
amongst it!”



WEBSITE

Inspiration for the website was taken from 
the CASA website which regulates sports 
aviation. A screen shot from the website 
appears below.


